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PROMISING DELIVERIES
DELIVERING PROMISES

Company Profile

Nationwide Delivery

Founded in 1997 by Mark Clare, Clare Distribution Services has

We deliver across all 32 counties in Ireland. Our Fleet is regularly serviced and always

seen significant growth in recent years. We specialise in the

in top working order. This is our commitment to guaranteeing uptime so our deliver-

distribution of temperature controlled products delivering

ies are on time, every time.

(in Ireland) chilled, frozen and ambient produce. Our lines of
expertise include conducting, coordinating and adhering to

We have established ourselves as a leading temperature-controlled

specific delivery instructions for point to point, multi-drop and

distributor in Ireland exceeding industry standards for reliability,

next day deliveries for a range of dry, chill and frozen products.

performance, efficiency and cost effective deliveries.

Affiliated with the Freight Transport Association of Ireland, we are

We are confident that we have full contingency plans in place to deal with any emer-

now recognised as one of the leading temperature-controlled

gency situations that may arise. Working in conjunction with our long term suppliers,

distributors in Ireland. We consider ourselves to be a complete solution

our Fleet is covered by Gold Star Standard 24/7

provider – identifying needs, setting objectives, presenting solutions and

Maintenance Contracts covering all contingency requirements.

exceeding expectations.

Temperature Control Expertise

In recent years we have achieved the ISO 9001 Quality Standard and this year
we are proud to announce that we are now BRC compliant, confirming our

We specialise in the distribution of temperature controlled products,

ongoing commitment to customer service.

frozen and chilled. Our full fleet now operates at Dual Temperature, so each vehicle

Over the years our fleet has grown considerably and now consists of Vans,
Rigids, Artics and Fridge Trailers. We have taken our service to the next level by

Our Specialities

is equipped to carry one or both types of product. This investment in our fleet now
ensures we can consistently deliver perishable cargo at optimum quality.

Frozen

IT systems, Telematics and CCTV cameras enhancing and improving our day to

Logistics Co-Ordination

day operations.

Our expertise includes conducting, co-ordinating and adhering to specific delivery

moving to dual temperature across the entire fleet. We have invested heavily in

Some of our valued customers enjoy a dedicated fleet service and in late 2018
we were proud to introduce a “Shared User Model”. The SUM model allows CDS

Chilled

to service pallet distribution for both existing long term customers as well as

instructions. On-time delivery is imperative and is something we monitor on a minute by minute basis using Telematics systems.
This advanced technology allows online real-time tracking, not just of the vehicles

adding new customers to our network.

location but also of the temperature of the fridges and trailers. This has streamlined

Ambient

our whole operation and now ensures we deliver our customers cargo cheaper and
faster.
In addition to our Telematics Systems we have also invested in CCTV

Pharmaceutical

Cameras which enhance driver security and provide customers with additional
peace of mind. Footage aids accident investigations should the need arise and also
assists us to examine Driver Behaviour, which enables us to tailor specific training for
their needs.

Why Choose CDS?
* Top Class, unrivalled
Distribution service
* Temperature
Controlled Deliveries
* Strong Customer Focus
* Reliable, Pristine Fleet
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